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does not, however, supersede the splendid biography of S. E. Finer, which, even after so many years, retains its freshness and vitality. For Chadwick and sanitary reform, Finer and Lewis remain essential.

Michael Durey, Murdoch University

PHILLIP A. NICHOLLS, Homoeopathy and the medical profession, Beckenham, Croom Helm, 1988, 8vo, pp. 298, £27.50.

There are several useful historical accounts of homoeopathy in America, but very little has been published on the British story. Nicholls's book will thus become a stock item for courses on medicine in nineteenth- and twentieth-century Britain.

After discussing the relation between the magical simile and the principle of homoeopathy, Nicholls introduces Hahnemann. He follows Harris L. Coulter for an excursion on rationalist and empiricist tendencies in history of medicine, stressing the gender of physicians as a partial explanation of the overall dominance of rationalism. He then approaches his main theme by outlining the professional structures and the beliefs of orthodox medicine in early nineteenth-century Britain. The rationale for heroic therapy is illustrated from texts and journals. This is more than useful "background", for historians of British medicine have been remarkably silent about its practices.

It was the well-connected physician F. H. F. Quin (1799–1878) who introduced Hahnemann's system to Britain. During the 1840s it proved popular from the aristocracy downward; societies, publications, hospitals, and dispensaries appeared; an Edinburgh professor, Henderson, was converted; the regulars took fright. From 1851, the PMSA organized to ostracize homoeopaths, as did local medico-ethical societies. But this was not the only response. Nicholls demonstrates that in Britain, as in America, leading regular physicians turned from heroic therapy, pursued milder treatments and even took up homoeopathic materia medica. He argues that by the 1870s, there was a "therapeutic convergence"—regulars had (covertly) learned from the homoeopaths to rely on nature, to test drugs, to use small doses; leading homoeopaths were sceptical of those Hahnemannian principles (e.g. potentiation by dilution) which seemed irrational.

By the end of the century there was more to praise in orthodoxy and less to complain about, unless that is, one became truly sectarian and rejected the metaphysics of most practitioners. Indeed, in the generally depressed history of homoeopathy this century, one major strand has been "Kantianism", an American reinterpretation of Hahnemann based on Swedenborgian philosophy. Homoeopaths closer to regular medicine, embarrassed by the fundamentalists, continued to seek credit through clinical trials and para-orthodox science.

The last section of the book reviews the attempt of British homoeopaths to avoid exclusion from state services. They survived 1911 quite well; in 1948 the London Homoeopathic Hospital was included in the NHS under its own hospital management committee, but it was not recognized as a postgraduate teaching hospital. Since 1974, the hospital has been under pressure from its health authority. It survives because of connections and the growing appeal of homoeopathy. If, as expected, NHS reforms favour consumer preferences over professional interests, homoeopathy could well continue on its recent upward curve.

The history of homoeopathy deserves further investigation, as is clear from essays in Roger Cooter's recent Studies in the history of alternative medicine (1988). Nicholls has concentrated on the professional leaders and their publications. We need to know more about "populist" homoeopathy and especially about the practice of "sixpenny doctors". But Nicholls's book is an excellent beginning; it is also generous with information and insight on regular medicine in both Britain and America.

John Pickstone, Wellcome Unit, Manchester
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But more general readers may give the book a pass. The 2,272 utterances of authorities simply do not add up to a thoughtful account placing doctors and their patients in relationship to each other or in the context of their times. It is the kind of book a punch-card sorter might have produced: so that if seven authorities had something to say about subject X, there will be seven cards in the X slot, and seven literature citations in the text. So the text itself is a riot of numbers, one set for the authorities, a second set in brackets for the end notes.Â For Chadwick and sanitary reform, Finer and Lewis remain essential. Michael Durey, Murdoch University. PHILLIP A. NICHOLLS, Homoeopathy and the medical profession, Beckenham, Croom Helm, 1988, 8vo, pp. 298, Â£27.50. Lewis and Clark had similar backgrounds but different personalities.Â They sent back descriptions, zoological specimens, and even a few live animals. One of the animals sent to President Jefferson in 1805 was a “barking squirrel,” or â€œblack-tailed prairie dog.â€ Lewis and Clark were hailed as heroes in America. In March 1806, the expedition began its journey back East. It was during this final leg of the expedition that the one violent skirmish “occurred. The Corps of Discovery returned to St. Louis on September 23, 1806. Lewis and Clark headed to Washington, D.C., to tell President J In Which, the Many Notorious Falsehoods and Misrepresentations of a Book Called “Pamela” Are Exposed and Refuted; and All the Matchless Arts of That Young Politician, Set in a True and Just Light [as Conny Keyber] (satire) 1741; also published as Shamela in Joseph Andrews and Shamela, 1961. The History of the Adventures of Joseph Andrews, and of his Friend Mr. Abraham Adams.Â And, all the while, she retains her deep gratitude to Allworthy and recognizes in his goodness something that “savored more of the divine than human nature” (18, 8). Fielding discriminates carefully between moral laxity and moral obliviousnessâ€”or, as Coleridge puts in, between what a man does and what he is. Which was fine with Ed. Not so with Manchin. Ed went through the Portland State website and found his man. Undergraduate degree in American lit from the University of Oregon; masterâ€™s from UCLA; adjunct gig now for three years. His photo revealed a rather plain-looking young man of perhaps thirty-five, the makings of a beard that was probably temporary, and narrow frameless eyeglasses. In his letter, Professor Manchin asked whoever responded to do so by e-mail, and gave a private Gmail address. He said he rarely checked his university address. Ed thought, â€œThatâ€™s because youâ€™re just a lowly ad
Many of life’s failures are people who did not realise how close they were to success when they gave up. People often fail in life because they give up too soon. There is great value in disaster. Thomas Edison was a genius, but his success came because he never gave up trying, even after failing many times, and he tried to see his failures in a positive way. He also worked extremely hard and set targets for himself. He understood the importance of relaxing to improve his concentration and creativity. Finally, he kept journals in which he wrote down all his ideas. All this inspires me to feel more confident about being able to achieve my dreams in life because Edison clearly believed that everyone is capable of reaching their goals. After I left college I worked for years as a secretary and would sit in meetings, not always agreeing with what was being said, but too scared to speak up. Eventually, I summoned up the confidence to start making my point. Even so, when I first worked in politics, I’d never spoken in public before and always used to shake like a leaf. I would say to myself, ‘Don’t be so silly. People do this every day of their lives, so there’s no reason why you can’t.’ I also found it helpful to jot a few things down to refer to - rather like having a comfort blanket! I don’t... Every year, the village of Pettineo celebrates its unique arts festival. What does Mariam assume when Jalil does not arrive on time, and what does she do instead of waiting for him? she assumes that he had been caught up in business she lays down and paces back and forth she eventually goes into town to find him. Describe what happens when Jalil’s driver tries to get Mariam to get into the car? Which of the rules is most surprising to you and why? example: women are now not able to walk out in public without be escorted by men. I think it’s awful how strict the laws are regarding women and their rights. Describe some ways in which the Taliban soldiers destroy Kabul. destroyed all art/literature destroyed all pre-Islamic statues. Rasheed like the Taliban’s strict laws regarding women.